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the intensive cultivation. Except in and around the villages
there are few trees. Here and there a leafless Kapok—the
cotton tree—displays its mass of crimson blossom in a splash of
colour. Many fishermen there are, in boats or on the bank,
and many ways of catching fish, with hooks and lines and nets
and spears. The river winds in sweeping curves, now wide as a
lake and now little more than a canal. Near Barisal we enter
the main stream of the Padna, a lower reach of the Ganges, a
wide fast-flowing stretch of turgid water. In the rainy season
a curious phenomenon is experienced at Barisal. It is known as
the " Barisal guns "—a loud distant booming, like the sound of
the firing of large cannon, heard at regular intervals. No satis-
factory explanation is forthcoming, and the fable runs that it is
the firing of the ghostly guns of an armed river boat wrecked
long ago near that spot—a signal of distress from the drowned
sailors craving burial. Twenty-four hours after leaving the
Ganges, a little above Goalundo, we enter the Brahmaputra,
or rather the Jamuna, for the real channel of the Brahmaputra
flows to the east in a much reduced stream, having changed its
course about the year 1800. The Jamuna, before that date
merely an unimportant and subsidiary channel, is now the main
branch and the only navigable course for steamers. So constant
are the changes in the channels of the rivers of Bengal that many
of the towns have been built several miles back so as to avoid
the risk of being carried away by the erosion of the banks.
This occurred to the small town of Goalundo which in 1875 was
almost in its entirety swept away, with its bazaar and government
buildings. The place was reconstructed farther away from the
river, on the banks of which a temporary bazaar of mat-huts
has been set up. At the least alarm of a flood the inhabitants
disperse carrying their flimsy constructions with them. Goalundo
is the terminus of a railway from Calcutta. The station on the
river bank is provisional, the line being shortened or lengthened
as the stream changes its course, by the removal or the addition
of rails.
The navigation of the river is extremely difficult, sand banks
disappearing or coming into existence, with unreasonable
recurrence. In places the channel is marked by anchored canes
between the lines of which the steamer steers its course. As we
progress up-stream the vegetation becomes less luxuriantly
tropical. The Coco-nut palm is only rarely seen, and long sandy
reaches line the river banks. On the water life is very active.

